
Ducks! to release first single, ‘Time Taken’ from their 
forthcoming album ‘Nak Nak’

Disco animals Ducks! are releasing the first single ‘Time Taken’, from their 
forthcoming second album ‘Nak Nak’. ‘Time Taken’ sees Ducks! cast a 
critical eye over the popular cult of self-discovery, while a perfect storm of 
layered loops, electronic percussion and deep drones brews and builds. 
Transcendence finally arrives as Ducks! trade mindfulness for mindlessness, 
surrendering to the joys of disco bass, noisy guitar and joyous backing vocals 
of the ba-ba-ba variety. 
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Ducks! love collaborations and ‘Time Taken’ is the result of musical meet-
ups with Berlin-based musicians Alessio Castellacci (Gaia Waves), Ray Mann 
and Bryn Chainey, all produced by Ducks! in their Tiny Lights studio. Other 
recent Ducks! collaborations include creating music and sound for Australian 
comic Sam Simmons’ forthcoming BBC Radio 4 series ‘Not A People Person’ 
and an electronic soundtrack for Belgian art historian and critic An 
Paenhuysen’s forthcoming art memoir ‘The Shape in the Air’. They’ve also 
remixed music for Philadelphia Grand Jury, Joel Sarakula and Moonsign.

Recently, Ducks! were long-listed for the AMP (Australian Music Prize) for 
their debut album ‘Ding Ding Ding’. Last we heard, the judges were "Really 
digging the different vibes littered throughout; there's funk, Warpaint-y 
trip out sessions, eclectic percussion, thumping dance beats” 
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The humans behind Ducks! are Lani Bagley and Craig Schuftan. Lani is a 
singer-songwriter, who performs and records as Lanii. She has co-written 
songs for afrobeat ensembles and children’s choirs, performed vocals for 
indie rock groups and industrial acts, and sang in Karen O’s psycho opera 
‘Stop the Virgens’ as part of the 2012 Vivid festival at the Sydney Opera 
House. Craig is an author and radio producer, who has written three books 
on music and popular culture, and won an ARIA award in 2010 for his 
production of the album, ‘The Blow Parade’. 

Ducks! will commence an Australian tour in December 2016 and release 
their second album ‘Nak Nak’ in early 2017.

Press Kit
Download here

Contact information 
Ducks! are available for press interviews regarding ‘Time Taken’, their forthcoming album 
‘Nak Nak’ and their upcoming performances. To speak to Ducks!, write to 
ducksmakemusic@gmail.com

Ducks! can also be found on Soundcloud, Facebook and Instagram 
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